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ABOUT US
ITALIAN TECHNOLOGY CENTER (ITC) is a network of a group of Italian capital goods manufacturing
companies. This innovative project is promoted by UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE (the Italian
machine tools, robots and automation manufacturers’ Association), AMAPLAST (the Italian plastics
and rubber machinery and moulds manufacturers’ Association) and ACIMGA (the Italian
manufacturers’ association of machinery for the graphic, converting and paper industry). The ITC
network facilitates a flexible collaboration among leading Italian machinery manufacturers in order
to share resources and knowledge with the common aim of strengthening their presence in the
Indian market.
Indian companies consider ITC as their first point of reference in India and get an immediate
answer/feedback to their queries from the respective Italian companies. Fresh enquiries and
technical solutions are also discussed and properly followed-up with the member companies.
The enquiries for other machines/technologies will also be entertained.
Office Address: Italian Technology Center – ITC India
Office No. 003, Lunkad Sky Station,
Near HDFC Bank, Datta Mandir Chowk,
Viman Nagar, Pune - 411 014 (INDIA)
Tel.: +91-20-41226111
E-mail: marketing@itc-india.in
Website: www.itc-india.in / www.itc-india.it
The above office will be presided by Mrs Barbara Colombo (President of UCIMU - Italian Machine
Tool Manufacturers Association) through its Indian SPV (Rare Tech Projects Pvt. Ltd. - Mr. Sandeep
Chadha (Director); www.raretech.org).
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Future Factory 2021, the two-day event balancing global scenarios and stories from
throughout the supply chain.
Nearly 700 registrations in streaming,
and between 120 and 150 people live
joined Future Factory on the 15th and
16th of September at The Theatre in
Milan. These are the numbers with which
Andrea Briganti, General Manager of
Acimga opened the event, with much
excitement for this first live meeting
opportunity after nearly two years of
stop due to the Covid pandemic.
Briganti had the task of introducing the
rich program of an event which has
changed its name, from Print4All Conference to Future Factory, but remains the main stop in the roadmap
towards Print4All, the trade fair of May 3-6, 2022, in Fiera Milano. The new name, together with its claim,
“the future at human service”, wants to underline the need for a collective discussion towards future
directives, both in the production and manufacturing industry, but also at a broader level, looking at the
whole package printing chain, up to the end consumer. The industry must deal with the current disruptive
phenomena -servitization, digitization, sustainability- from a human-centrality point of view, crucial in all
economic activities.
Future Factory once again aims at delivering new cultural approaches on the core themes at stake, showing
the directions of change in business models and in the relationship between production, distribution, and
consumers.
And precisely with the idea of
contributing to achieve the cultural
conditions necessary to a shift in
perspective, the Future Factory agenda
gathered
about
thirty
speakers
throughout the two days, representing
the different players within the industrial
community together with important
international guests.
Alec Ross, Distinguished Visiting Professor
at the Bologna Business School and senior
consultant for innovation to the Secretary
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of State during the Obama administration; Nouriel Roubini, Professor of Economics at New York University's
Stern School of Business and CEO of global macroeconomic consulting firm Roubini Macro Associates;
Bertrand Badré, former CEO of the World Bank, CFO of the Société Générale group and Crédit Agricole and
founder of Blue Like an Orange Sustainable Capital, who provided some reflections on the global economic
outlook, on technological innovation, on new investment trends in the financial market and on the future of
corporate organizations. But also, more tangible experiences in the industry’s roundtables: technology
manufacturers, printers, brand owners, retailers, all showing new scenarios, sharing new approaches,
illustrating new examples of that open-mindedness that creates value, competitiveness, and strength.
Future Factory was also the occasion for the second step of bilateral sectoral meetings between Italy and
Germany promoted by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation in collaboration with
the German Ministry of Economy and Energy: launched last April during virtual.drupa, the virtual meeting
between Acimga and VDMA was opened by Manlio Di Stefano, Undersecretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
giving an institutional framework to a profitable alliance between strong international trade fairs on
common values and priorities.
Trade fairs were at the centre of all the
event. Print4All (3-6 May 2022) also
revolves
around
sustainability,
digitization, servitization: the great
challenges of the market, core of new
projects combining innovation, training,
and business networking. Those themes
are no longer a choice or a possible path,
but a mandatory directive we cannot
ignore today, to stay on track tomorrow.
In this regard Print4All is the perfect
opportunity to practice those new models
and discover the advantages of a new
way of doing business, offering all the printing, converting, and packaging community -from brand owners to
manufacturers, from printers and converters to component developers, but also schools and professional
institutes – an inside vision on trends, scenarios, and future evolutions.
«Future Factory is an important step of a long journey which started in 202o. – says Andrea Briganti, General
Manager of Acimga – For our association it’s a path towards internationalization: our companies on average
export more than 60% of their turnover. The goal is to provide not only promotional opportunities on
specific markets, but also new information to deal with the new models in the most effective way. After
more a year marked by the Covid pandemic, we have finally returned to organize live events: networking is
an indispensable factor for the restart of our industry, which, in 2020, saw an 18% drop in exports».
Acimga is the association inside Confindustria representing all printing, packaging, and converting
technologies, uniting 82 companies for an industrial sector worth about 3 billion in turnover, 60% of which
from exports. Italy is in the top 3 manufacturers for these machines globally (along with Germany and China)
with its strengths being mechanical technologies, combined with the latest electronic innovations.
For further information
Gwyn Garrett
ggarrett@acimga.it
375 5082158
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PLASTICS AND RUBBER PROCESSING MACHINES,
all indicators good for the first half year: turnover and orders are growing
A positive trend for plastics and rubber processing machinery in the first half of 2021 announced by the trade
association AMAPLAST: the latest mid-year survey conducted by the MECS Statistical Study Center records
double-digit growth in both turnover and orders, consolidating the climate of renewed faith in the sector after
the long and difficult period of the pandemic. With respect to January-June 2020, turnover has increased by
+11%. Domestic machines sales have remained high while demand abroad principally regards replacement parts.
Companies have also witnessed a clear improvement in their order books in the first six months of 2021,
recording +46% with respect to the previous year. The recovery is mainly driven by the major commissions for
plants by Italian customers (with an impressive +134% in the last quarter alone) but there is also a very positive
trend in orders from abroad, both for machinery and for replacement parts (+58%). Given this trend an average of
6.4 months of production are already assured.
The rebound in the domestic market thus confirms a greater propensity for investment by Italian companies,
partially thanks to incentives (tax credits for modernizing systems and investing in Industry 4.0) provided by
industrial policy plans.
All four major sectors for plastics and rubber processing machines continue to show lively performance. Medical,
packaging, and automotive in particular show signs of growth that should be confirmed in the coming months
while the construction industry has stabilized.
Uncertainties still remain regarding the spread of the Delta variant and concern is still high about high raw
materials prices and their relative scarcity, factors which lengthen average delivery times and compress margins.
Also contributing to tensions is the unabated rise in sea freight rates, which have reached record levels. Logistic
difficulties and increasing shipping prices are seen in all geographical areas and the trend may continue through
the summer, since demand generally increases in this season.
The MECS Study Center has completed its National Statistical Survey, conducted for the first time in organic form
among Italian manufacturers of plastics and rubber processing machinery, equipment, and moulds.
The general picture is of a sector that produced revenues of 3.74 billion euros in 2020, with nearly 76% of the
total from exports, confirming the historical emphasis on exports by companies in the industry. The nearly 350
companies surveyed, employing just over 13,000 people, are mainly concentrated in Lombardy (55%), EmiliaRomagna (15%), and Veneto (13%). Most of them are small companies: 74% bring in less than 10 million euros in
revenues, with an aggregate value that does not reach a quarter of the total and less emphasis on exports. In
parallel, large companies, while only representing 26% of the total by number, generate 77% of the turnover and
reach export quotas above 85%.
The greater level of detail in the survey with respect to its predecessors also makes it possible to identify the
shares of production by application and technology.
The first indicator shows that packaging is the main outlet market for Italian manufacturers, and more specifically
food packaging (30% of turnover), followed by other packaging segments (approximately 12%); automotive
absorbs 19% of production, and construction 11%; medical, agriculture, electronics/electrotechnics, and other
applications following in decreasing order with shares ranging from 4% to 2%.
As for machinery types, we observe that the category of the extruders, with 17% of the total, represents the
largest core of turnover for the sector; they are followed by auxiliaries at 12%, injection moulding machines at
11%, and blow-moulding machines at nearly 7%. Recovery and recycling lines and the macro-category of rubber
processing machines each approach a share of 6%.
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APPOINTMENT WITH ITALIAN MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY
IN ITALY IN 2022!
UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE, the Association of Italian Manufacturers of Machine Tools, Robots,
Automation Systems and ancillary products, is now hardly working on the organization of the world machine
tool exhibition EMO MILANO 2021 taking place from 4th till 9th October in Milan. Know more on emomilano.com
India is still confirmed to be one of the most interesting market for Italian machine tools manufacturers. In
the period January-June 2021, Italian exports of machine tools to India increased to 29,5 million €, by 9%
compared to the same period of 2020. The Italian offer is appreciated by Indian industries, thanks to its
innovation and competitiveness.
Confident that next year the pandemic will be definitely under control in the world, we would like to invite
and welcome all Indian partners to meet again Italian manufacturers at three important trade fairs that the
operating structures of UCIMU Association are organizing in 2022: we look forward to meeting you here!
MECFOR is the new B2B event organized by Fiere di Parma and CEU-CENTRO
ESPOSIZIONI UCIMU. This event will combine an innovative way of 3 sections
SUBFORNITURA, REVAMPING, TURNING perfectly aligned with the market demand
related to productive flexibility and innovative machinery, respecting environmental
sustainability criteria. The 2022 edition will be held at Fiere di Parma exhibition
ground from 24th to 26th February.
A trade fair featuring machines, plants, and equipment for machining metal sheets,
pipes, sections, wire and steel structures, dies and moulds, welding, heat
treatments, surface treatments, and finishing, LAMIERA is the highly specialized
interpreter of the needs of this industrial segment, presenting every facet of its
development, which has been extremely rapid in the last few years. The next
edition of LAMIERA will take place from 25th to 28th 2022 at fieramilano exhibition
ground.
BI-MU, the biennial machine tools, robots, and automation systems exhibition, has
won such an international reputation that it is often - and deservedly - referred to as
"the world fair held in even-numbered years", a definition that testifies to its
importance as second only to EMO, the official "world fair", which takes place in the
intermediate years to ensure continuity of the products on offer and the matching
of supply with the demand for innovation. The 2022 edition will be held at
fieramilano exhibition ground from 12th to 15th October.
UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE
Viale Fulvio Testi 128
20092, Cinisello Balsamo (MI)
Tel.: +39 02 262551
Fax: +39 02 26255349-214
e-mail: ucimu@ucimu.it
web site: www.ucimu.it
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Lasertube LT8 – choose the
configuration that suits your
requirement
BLM GROUP debuted the LT8 in 2006. It became an instant success. Over the years the technology evolved
and the LT8 became LT8.10 and later the LT8.20. The LT8 family is the most popular Laser tube cutting
system in the world.
It is easy to understand why. Some of the reasons are listed below:









Capacity to cut a wide range of tube – from 12 mm to 240 mm dia. round tube and 12 mm x 12 mm
to 200 mm x 200 mm square hollow sections (SHS), rectangular hollow sections (RHS) and open
profiles. Apart from regular sections, it can also cut non-standard shapes (special sections) and has
the capacity to be extended to some H and I beams;
Double automatic loader;
Totally automatic change of production;
Tilt head enabled capability to execute chamfer cuts;
“Spoon” device to guarantee clean inner surface of round tubes;
Series of Active Tools to improve productivity and precision;
Flexibility with multiple loading and unloading options in terms of both length and position.

LT8 tube laser cutting loading and unloading systems
Multiple loading and unloading options in terms of both length and positions, give rise to different
configurations of the system. One can choose the suitable configuration considering individual production
requirements and the nature of activity. It is not easy to decide when multiple options are available: we are
here to offer help. Let us first understand the different types of loaders available on the LT8.20 tube laser
cutting system.
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1. Bundle Loader
The automatic bundle loader is the standard loader on the
system. It can be 6.5 m/8.5 m or 12.5 m long with a total
weight capacity of 5.000 kg. It can be placed on the front
side (operator side) or on the rear side of the machine.
This loader is ideal for medium to large production
volumes for parts that use the same cross-section tubes.

2. Step Loader
This automatic loader is normally installed
on the front side of the system, but can
also be installed on the rear side. It can be
used to load both standard and nonstandard cross-section tubes. The
operator must place the raw material
individually on one or all of the steps of
the loader. The system will then
automatically load and process the
tubes/profiles one by one.
3. Single Bar Loader
This loader allows the user to load one tube/profile at a
time. It can be placed on either side (front or rear) of the
machine. The single bar loader or the step loader provides
an alternate loading method to the bundle loader.
This double loader configuration option offers great
flexibility in production planning and allows the user to
efficiently address urgent production requirements.
When the need to cut parts urgently using a different
material than the one already loaded on the bundle
loader, the second loader offers the solution. You can
easily put on hold the raw material coming from the
bundle loader and load your emergency job from the other side without the need to make changes to the
machine setting. Simply load the program for the new part, process it and then reactivate the production
that was put on hold with the raw material coming from the bundle loader. Without this double loader
configuration, the machine would have a lot of unproductive time, resulting in a loss of efficiency and
revenue.
4. Chain Loader Available with the COMPACT Version
This type of loader is available only with the compact
version. It can load 6.5/8.5 or 12.5 m long tubes. The
chains are 2 m long and can accommodate multiple tubes
being placed on them. The system will load the tubes one
by one and process them as programmed.
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LT8 – Machine configuration
Now let us review various standard configurations of LT8.20.
1. Bundle Loader and Single Bar Loader
This configuration is suitable when one has to
process large batches of parts to be cut from raw
material with the same cross-section. The single bar
loader is useful when the need arises to urgently cut a
small quantity of parts that uses raw material with a
different cross-section/material properties or material
type. As mentioned above, if one did not have the single
bar loader, it would be necessary to remove all the raw
material from the bundle loader and load the new type
of material. The single bar loader solves this problem and
facilitates the variation in the planned volume
production.
This configuration is extremely useful in cases when the customer needs to produce parts in “kit concept”
and if the kit has many parts with one type of material and a few parts with a different type of material.
In this configuration, the customer has the freedom to decide the position of these two loaders; which one is
positioned at the front side and which one at the rear side of the machine taking into consideration the
desired material flow of the raw material in the plant.
Kit concept is very common on the production of frames. Learn more on how Artube and a Lasertube can
simplify the production of a tubular frame.
2. Bundle Loader and Step Loader
This configuration is suitable when one has to process
large batches of parts to be cut from raw material of the
same cross-section and yet also has the requirement to
process non-standard cross-sections, open profiles and
has a fair amount of work with small batch sizes. As
explained before the step loader is also useful there is an
urgently need to cut a medium volume of parts that use
raw material with a different cross-section/material
properties or material type than the one already loaded
on the bundle loader.
This configuration is also suitable for “kit concept” production where the kit has more than “a few” parts
that use a different material type/cross-section raw material than the one already loaded on the bundle
loader. With the step loader the operator can load a few tubes at a time on the loader and run the batch
production.
3. Compact Version
This version is suitable for small to medium production
volumes even with a mix of different cross -sections/materials.
Such a situation is typical in job shops. Job shops may use the
compact version as their only laser tube cutting machine or
pair it with one or more BLM GROUP tube lasers to exploit all
the advantages of their high flexibility. Now that you have
reviewed the preliminary information about the different
LT8.20 configurations, you can decide which configuration is
most suitable for satisfying your If you need further help, we
are only a telephone call/e-mail away!
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requirements. If you need further help, we are only a telephone call/e-mail away!
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“New Clean Room in Mumbai. Quality and safety in 80 days by Losma India”
Losma

India

prestigious

Pvt.

Ltd. completed

Turnkey

renowned

project

consumer

for

a
a

appliances

manufacturer based in Mumbai, India to
build a Clean Room within their facility.
The Clean Room built to adhere to Class
ISO 6 of ISO 14644-1 standards, is
spread across 5200 sq. ft., and will be
utilized for the assembly of LED screens
used in Televisions and Desktop PCs
produced for domestic and export
markets.

The

project

has

been

completed within a tight deadline of 80
days.

Cleanrooms are facilities designed to
maintain

extremely

low

levels

of

particulates, such as dust, airborne
organisms,

or

vaporised

particles.

Cleanrooms typically have a cleanliness
level quantified by the number of
particles

per

cubic

meter

at

a

predetermined molecule measure.
Previously in 2017, Losma India built a
similar Class ISO 6 clean room for the
same customer, which was utilized for
assembly of semi-conductor products.

For further information:
Losma India Pvt. Ltd.
Tel. +91 9503095169
E-mail: info@losma.in
Website: www.losma.in
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MILLUTENSIL spotting presses provide the most advanced
technology for testing and proving the quality of your moulds and dies

ALL OUR SOLUTIONS
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Italian Technology Center
MILLUTENSIL- Marketing Office
Office No. 003, Lunkad Sky Station, Near HDFC Bank, Datta
Mandir Chowk, Viman Nagar, Pune - 411 014
Telephone: +91-20-41226111
Skype: itc.pune
e-mail: marketing@itc-india.in
website: www.itc-india.in

Office Corso Buenos Aires, 92 20124 Milano - Italy Tel. +39 02 29404390 - Fax +390229404390
Plant Via delle Industrie, 10 26010 Izano (CR) - Italy info@millutensil.com millutensil.com
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Company Names

Details of Machineries

BLM S.p.A

Tube processing machines (Laser Tube
cutting, CNC Tube bending, endforming, automatic sawing, tube/bar
cutting and end-machining), Wire
bending machines, Five Axis Laser
cutting machines, Laser sheet cutting
machines.

BUFFOLI TRANSFER
S.p.A

CNC Rotary Transfer Machines (Bar or
Blanks), complete with automation,
robotic and gaging systems. IoT (I4.0)
technology and software

FICEP S.p.A.

CNC lines for the processing of profiles
and plates for the steel construction
industry (drilling, milling, marking,
scribing, sawing, plasma and oxy
cutting, punching, shearing). Hydraulic,
mechanical and screw presses, shears,
saws and automation for the forging
industry

LOSMA S.p.A

Air filtration systems and coolant
filtration systems for machine tools

MILLUTENSIL S.r.l

Die & Mould spotting presses, dies
splitters for splitting, equipment for
presses, coil lines, cut to length line (
CTL )

Companies logo
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